Universal Ribbed Hat
One size fits all

Video Tutorial: https://youtu.be/dQ0cXQdtNlM

Items:
80 peg 3/8" gauge or 120 peg 1/4" gauge CinDwood Loom, looming hook, 1 skein of Lions Brand Landscape Yarn (You will need more than 1 skein if you use the 120 peg loom)

Terms:
CO: Cast On: E-Wrap the peg 2 times and toss the bottom loop over the top. Repeat all the way around.

K: Flat Knit: Lay the working yarn over the peg and toss the bottom loop over the working yarn and pull the loop back into the middle of the loom to keep the stitch loose.

P: Purl: Pull the working yarn through the bottom of the stitch, take the previous stitch off, and place the new stitch on.
**D: Decrease:** Moving 1 stitch to the next peg and tossing the bottom loop over the top

**DSCO: Draw String Cast Off:** Sending your long cut finished tail through each and every stitch. Take stitches off the loom after doing so and draw string closed and tie off.

**Universal Hat Pattern**  
by: Scarlett Royal

CO 80 or 120 pegs circularly:
Row 1-70: K3 P2
Add 20 rows for the 120 peg loom.
Row 71: K2, move stitch 1 to peg 2 toss bottom loop over (Decrease), repeat all the way around, every other peg should have a stitch on it, and every other peg should be empty.
Row 72: K2, move stitch 1 to peg 3 toss bottom loop over (Decrease), repeat all the way around, 3 pegs should be empty in between your stitches.

80 peg loom: 40 stitches, 120 peg loom: 60 stitches

DSCO

**Note:** This ribbing technique is what allows for the hat to stretch and shrink to the head size. You can traditionally knit or U knit, but if you use an EW it will not work as well.